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The Engagement Builder
Why Scott
> Senior Executive Advisor
> Founder, HealthHammer™
>Award-winning Consultant
Scott Foster is the founder of Wellco™,
an award-winning population health
strategies firm. He helps leaders
improve health care experience,
outcomes and direction.
His clients are leaders at leading brands
including AT&T, Home Depot, Chrysler,
Hitachi and Ascension Health.
He developed his unique mastery as a
former health system cardiology
executive following his expertise as a
clinician and health educator.

Who listens to Scott

How to work with Scott

Participants & Meeting Planners Love Scott Foster
> Scott is a compelling, actionable speaker
Scott is witting and entertaining, intelligent yet genuine. He has
an inspiring, energetic and enlightening approach. Scott is
guaranteed to win over your audience with his candor, wit and
ability to connect. He is original with his approach, storytelling,
humor and examples. Scott’s programs are highly insightful, truly
enjoyable and provide actionable strategies to pull through the
message.

As featured in

“Scott Foster was the keynote speaker for the Michigan HR Day conference,
which had a sold-out crowd of over 800 participants. If you are searching
for a remarkable speaker who is also a pleasure to do business with, I
highly recommend Scott Foster.

Dynamic,
Actionable
Keynotes

Jeremy Stephens
CEO, Michigan HR

Training,
Coaching &
Consulting

Forge a Custom Keynote
Scott is easy-to-work with, detail-oriented and highly
committed to an extraordinary experience. Scott will
customize your program to your key objectives and
desired results. He takes great care to understand your
audience and prepare for active engagement. Scott is
very diligent about reinforcing the goals and providing
ongoing support for audience action.

Or Build from Scott’s Popular Programs

4 Ironclad Strategies
To Conquer Wellbeing, Engagement
and Burnout

The Future of
Leadership - 3
Surprising
Strategies You
Must Use to
Become More
Competitive

3 Disruptive Health
& Wellness
Solutions That Will
Make You A Genius

“Scott was the closing speaker at the NBCH Annual Conference. His

presentation exceeded all expectations with his interactive, engaging and
knowledgeable style. I highly recommend him for both large and small
meetings/conferences. Susan Dorsey
Vice President of Education
National Alliance of Healthcare Purchaser Coalitions

Invite Scott to be your next conference or event speaker.
Contact

(248) 906-8875
booking@wellcocorp.com
sfengages.com
Video samples, rave reviews & more

BOOK SCOTT

